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►►► Economy 

 
4-traders 
► China's Central Bank Makes Largest Single-Day Cash Injection in Five 
Months -- 2nd Update 
A day after the U.S. Federal Reserve tightened monetary policy, China's 
central bank effectively loosened, in a move that suggests Chinese 
authorities are now more concerned about financial turmoil …. 
 
CNBC 
► IMF won't fund Greek bailout until it gets more clarity on debt 
restructuring 
The International Monetary Fund wants Greek debt to become more 
sustainable before it channels funds into the country's bailout program, ... 

►►► Politics 
 
Bloomberg 
► British Agree to EU Demand to Start Brexit With Divorce Talks 
Prime Minister Theresa May’s government has bowed to European Union 
demands to focus the initial stage of Brexit talks on the terms of the U.K.’s 
departure rather than trying to arrange a future trade relationship at the same 
time, according to two EU officials with knowledge of the preparations.  
 
Reuters 
► Trump to clamp down on Cuba travel, trade, curbing Obama's detente 
President Donald Trump on Friday will announce plans to tighten restrictions 
on Americans traveling to Cuba and clamp down on U.S. business dealings 
with the island’s military, rolling back parts of former President Barack 

►►► Opinions 
 
David Howell 
► Tackling Brexit with no one in charge 
Now that Britain has a much weakened Conservative government, still with 
more parliamentary seats than the main Labour opposition but with only a 
precarious ascendancy over all the other parties in Parliament together, ... 
 
Christopher Meissner, John Tang  
► New goods and markets versus more of the same: Japan's entry to world 
markets during the first age of globalisation  
Economists have long been interested in the dynamics of comparative 
advantage, but have only recently begun to use detailed product-level data in 
their analysis. This column examines the Japanese experience ... 

►►► Currencies 
 
Market Watch 
► Dollar pulls back slightly, even as yen falls on BOJ decision 
The U.S. dollar pared some of the strong gains made after the Federal 
Reserve policy decision, but rose against the yen Friday after Japan’s 
central bank left its ultra-easy monetary stance in place.  
 
Pound Sterling Live 
► A "Reset Point" for Pound to Euro Exchange Rate as Outlook Firms 
The British Pound appears to have formed a base against the Euro 
having been under pressure for six weeks now.  

►►► Markets 
 
FX Street 
► Will equity bulls make a Friday appearance? 
Equity bulls were missing in action on Thursday after a selloff in technology 
shares and prospects of higher US interest rates pressured World stocks.   
 
Investing.com 
► U.S. stock futures higher ahead of consumer confidence, housing data  
Wall Street futures pointed to a slightly higher open on Friday, as equities 
struggled to recover from the recent sell-off in tech stocks and investors 
looked ahead to reports on the housing market and consumer confidence, 
along with the first scheduled appearance by a member of the Federal 
Reserve (Fed) after ...  

►►► Top Videos 
 
CNBC 
► Congress needs to pass health-care bill before tackling tax reform:... 
Former Sen. Judd Gregg, (R. N.H.), and former Sen. Evan Bayth, (D-Ind.), 
weigh in on the future of health-care reform as it makes its way through 
Capitol Hill while tax reform looms...  
 
Bloomberg 
► U.S. Shale Oil Stifles OPEC's Rebalancing Efforts 
U.S. shale producers have been able to combat production cuts by OPEC 
nations, keeping oil prices falling and the market unbalanced on supply and 
demand.  
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